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MEETING of THE TECHNIC Board was
held on May 15, and the following officers
elected for the coming year:

A

H. BLAIR PETTIT ,

FRED B. LEWIS,
J. BOUDINOT HUNLEV, JR.,
BRENT C. JACOB,
IRVING J. Cox,
J. Dow SANDHAM,
GEORGE BENSON,
ALFRED AUSTIN,
RoliERT F. GARRETTSoN,

Editor-in-Chief
Assistant Editor
Editor of Reviews
Alumni Editor
Athletic Editor

Mr. Garrettson, who, as Assistant Manager, has
performed his duties in the most satisfactory
manner. The new members of the staff are men
of ability, who will undoubtedly fill their positions with honor to themselves. Messrs. Cox,
Austin and Sandham will continue in the positions they have so efficiently filled during the last
year.
The retiring editor wishes to thank the members of his staff, the Faculty, Alumni, students
and Student Council for their loyal support,
which has made THE TECHNIC of 1901-02 a possibility.
We wish the new editor and his associates the
fullest support and sympathy of all, and success
in every way, in their work.
AAA
R. J. A. WADDELL, of Kansas City, Mo.,
will address the graduating class at Commencement. Mr. Waddell was at one time Professor of Civil Engineering at the Imperial University at Tokio, Japan. He is now a Consulting
Engineer of recognized standing, and representative of the Phoenix Bridge Co.

M

{ Locals
Artist

Business Manager

Mr. Pettit, who has for two years very ably
represented his class on the paper, assumes editorial control. It is unnecessary to say that he
is in every way capable of filling his position as
editor. Mr. Lewis, who will assist him in his
duties, has shown himself to be Vell qualified for
the position of Assistant Editor. The financial
side of THE TECHNIC will be well cared for by

TuDENTS who are desirous of obtaining employment during the summer months will
do well to report at once to Dr. Mees, who will
help them in securing positions. This summer
experience is not to be under valued.

s

41.0.01
WALES, class of '91, Supt. Electrical Dept. Homestead Steel Works, has
been selected to deliver the Alumni address.

M

k. S. S.
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T the General Assembly of May 3rd, Pres.
Mees acquainted the students with the action taken by the Faculty in regard to athletics,
and spoke also of matters in general.
The Faculty desire to encourage athletics, and
propose to give credit for faithful and regular
athletic work on reports. 2% will represent a
perfect mark, and the mark received will be
added to the general average. No man may play
on a representative team, however, whose standing is not above 65%.
Absences occurring by general agreement —
class cuts, as they are called—will be counted
double, and individual excuses of a trivial nature
will not be considered.

A

The results of the examination in June will
not be effected by marks received in the last
Spring examination. On this point there seemed
to be some misunderstanding. If a student
does not make his 60% on this examination he
fails.

OSE has a Glee Club and Orchestra of which
she may well feel proud, and members of
these organizations are indeed to be envied.
Concerts given have been well attended, the audiences appreciative, and the press notices most
complimentary. We congratulate the Rose Symphony Club on its success.

R
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iferbinanb tionann*
By AUSTIN M. PATTERSON.

OHANN KARL WILHELM FERDINAND TIEMANN was born on June 10, 1848, at Rube.
land, in the Hartz. His ancestors, as far back
as the history of the family runs, had been for
the most part foresters or foundrymen, and had
dedicated their services to the state. So, his grandfather had occupied a position as civil officer at the
Wilhelms foundry at Seesen ; his father grew up
there, and finally received a like position at the
foundry at Riibeland, which gave him the opportunity to build his own home and to be united in
marriage with Auguste, the daughter of the wealthy merchant and councillor, Friese, of Blankenburg. From this union, happy,but clouded by the
increasing poor health of both, sprang three children. The oldest, our Ferdinand, was the only
son. A daughter, Naum, two years younger, became his inseparable playmate. Another little
daughter, Bertha, was born in Seesen in 1854.
The children enjoyed a golden freedom, which
was limited only a little when they began to attend the village school. Some private studyhours, which the school-teacher gave them in the
afternoon, completed their elementary education.
The father's income was a modest one, but in
an extremity he could fall back upon the help of
his step-mother. This old lady, who was known
to all the family as "the grandmother," must have
been an original personality. Large and powerful, but astonishingly lean, she appears to have retained, even to old age, an unusual freshness and
vigor. She owned gardens and fields, the income from which she hoarde 1 zealously; and she
often turned a deaf ear to the requests of her
children and grand children for small assistances.
Nevertheless, she loved to play the part of savior
in time of need, and then she was ready to sacrifice large sums. Her grandchildren (and of these
she seems to have had a special weakness for our
Ferdinand) knew no greater enjoyment than to
visit her at Blankenburg in cherry-time. Here,
unfettered by commands of any kind, they wan-

dered through the woods, and often made excursions into the most secluded valleys of the Harz.
It may be that often on these tours our young
hero had glimpses of the metallurgical industries
of the country, and so may, without realizing it,
have acquired his interest in chemical works.
In Braunschweig Ferdinand attended the Technical Institute, and later entered the drug business as an apprentice. But, however useful to
him in after life may have been the knowledge
which he acquired, he was not contented to remain
in business, and so besought his father to give
him a portion of the estate, so that he might have
the means to study chemistry and pharmacy at
the college in Braunschweig, now the Technical
High School. Filially his grandmother, the oracle of the family, appears to have spoken a good
word for the young lad, and in the year 1866 he
began his chemical studies, which, from the beginning, he pursued with great zeal. The fact that
his uncle, Carl Tiemann, an apothecary in Braunschweig, had attained to considerable affluence
may have had its part in inclining him to pharmacy, which his older mate, Kubel, was also
studying. The apothecary's examination was
successfully stood, the year of military service
absolved, and in the spring of 1869 the whole
family was face to face with the question, "What
next?" By this time Ferdinand had loftier
plans than to think of becoming an apothecary,
and he owed their origin to Frederick Knapp,
who, as a brother-in-law of Liebig, was intimately
acquainted with A. W. Hofman. No wonder if
he called the attention of our friend to the great
advantage coming within the sphere of attraction
of this, the brightest star at that time in the
chemical firmament. So we find the young Tiemann firmly set on pursuing his chemical studies
in Berlin, a plan for which he needed large pecuniary assistance. Again it was the grandmother
*(An abridged translation of the biography by Otto N. Witt, in
Berichte der Deutchen Chemischen Gesellschaft.)
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who found the way out of the dilemma—in fact,
this excellent old lady bore the lion's share of our
friend's expenses in Berlin. He brought with
him to the city a warm letter from Knapp to A.
W. Hofmann, which marked an epoch in Tiemann's life.
Hofmann gladly granted a place in his laboratory to a young man who came so well recommended. Perhaps that great student of human
nature and man of the world found a still better
recommendation in Tiemann's honest, fearless
eyes and smart appearance, for even at that time
he bestowed much painstaking care of his outward appearance (his extravagance in the matter
of shirts was a continual care to his frugal
mother).
Hofmann's influence as a teacher was as great
as his performances as an investigator. No one
understood so well as he, how to carry his students along with him and to awaken in them a
passionate thirst for knowledge. Even superficial natures could not withstand his witchery—
how powerful, then, must have been its effect
upon a deep, reflective nature, such as Ferdinand
Tiemann's?
For Tiemann understood better than most men
how to withdraw himself from the outer world
and live in the deep circle of his own thoughts.
Numerous droll anecdotes of his absence of mind
are still remembered by his friends. At a dinner
lie would enter upon a discussion of the most abtruse chemical problems before his partner at table without allowing any remarks of her's to
draw him away from his theme. While attending the opera at Paris he astonished his companion, who was revelling in the complete enjoyment
of the perfect vocal art of Faure, with the suddenly whispered remark: "We will attack him
with phenye-hydrazine !" He had completely
forgotten where he was, although a great lover
of music, and he was referring, not to Faure, but
to a certain aldehyde.
This tendency to reflection often made him appear strange, and even shy, to those with whom
he came in contact; but the few who succeeded
in approaching him closely found in him the

truest of friends, whose devotion knew no limit.
As toward persons, so toward inanimate things.
Subjects which he once understook he pursued
with a spirit equalled only by his obstinate perseverance.
The world, which saw him march from success
to success, and beheld in him the unusual instance of scientific profundity, crowned not only
with fame, but with large financial rewards, was
wont to speak of him as the child of fortune.
But whoever knows his life and deeds sees that
he was perhaps less favored by "luck" than
many others, and that he fought out every one
of his successes.
•
Tiemann's first investigations were under the
direction of Hofmann—they had to no with triphenye guanidine, and the nitration of aromatic
hydro-carbons. Soon he became Hofmann's lecture assistant, and in 1870 presented his dissertation for the doctor's degree. But in July of
the same year a war broke out which made the
whole world shudder. Its effects upon scientific
men may be guessed from the pages of the Berichte at that time—the second number for July
is filled with fragmentary articles, and in the succeeding numbers we find many researches upon
the disinfection of hospitals and kindred subjects.
Often the laboratory was forsaken for the field,
and among others, by Tiemann. He took part
in the siege of Metz and won an officers' epaulettes on the field of battle.
After the return from the war, our friend resumed his position as assistant, and his scientific
activity. But the thread of thought which ran
through his earlier work was broken.
In company with Kubel he turned to the analysis of drinking water, and critically examined the
methods for the determination of sulphuric acid,
nitrous acid, nitric acid, hydrogen sulphate, ammonia and organic substances in water.
The friends which Tiemann made in Hofmann's laboratory directed, to a great extent, his
after life. His bond of union with the master
was still further strengthened by the marriage of
the latter with his sister, and in 1873 an investigation was undertaken jointly with a fellow-
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worker, Wilhelm Haarmann, which was destined
to have most important results for both. By
treating the glucoside coniferine, obtained from
the sap of fir-trees, with emulsion, they obtained
a substance which had the odor of vanilla, and
which proved in fact to be vanilline, the compound which gives to the vanilla beans their valuable properties. Its constitution was worked
out later.
Haarmann, whose intention it had been all
along to go into business, conceived the idea of
making technical use of their discovery. Tiemann, who was not willing to give up his academic career, became the silent partner and scientific expert. Relatives and friends furnished the
necessary capital, and the erection of the vanilla
factory at Holzminden was begun in 1875. Several difficulties were encountered, however, and
soon after they went to France, the home of the
manufacture of perfumes, in search of some one
who might become interested in their undertaking. Such a man they found in Georges de
'Aire, who 10 years before had been a student in
Hofmann's laboratory. The Parisian firm of de
Laire & Co. was organized, including the factory
at Holzminden. The Parisian branch is still in
existence, with greatly enlarged capacity. In
Paris not only did Tiemann's association with
de Laire ripen into the closest friendship, but he
became intimately acquainted with such eminent
French chemists as Wurz and Berthelot.
In spite of the prejudice of consumers against
perfumery made by "chemical," the firm was
very successful, and Tiemann, in his researches
explored the whole field of related compounds.
One of them, lieliotropine, was placed on the
market in 1878.
What is known as the Reiner-Tiemann reaction was discovered in 1876. By the action of
chloroform and caustic potash on phrenols, oxyaldehydes are produced. By the joint use of
this and the Perkin reaction, cumarin, the fragrant principle of Tonka beans, was prepared.
It is related how one of the first samples of the
artificial cumarin was used in the concoction of
a "synthetic punch," in which Tiemann and his
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friends took part. It tasted excellent, but as
some of the guests awoke next morning with a
headache, they felt forced to the conclusion that
the synthetic cumarin was not quite identical
with the natural. This subtle question of isomersion has never been completely explained.
The Reimer-Tiemann reaction also made it possible to prepare vanilline from the quiacol, a product of beech-wood tar, but the poor yield precluded any commercial use of the process.
Tiemann's last and most brillant work in the
realm of the glucosides was begun soon after his
marriage, in 1884, but was not completed until
1893. It was a joint study with his friend de
Laire of the glucoside of the iris-root, which led
to his second and greater triumph.
The history of this investigation is in itself a
most interesting story. The fragrance of the
iris-root was found to be principally due to a osetone of the composition C18H200, which was
named irione. By splitting off water a hydrocarbon C131118 was obtained and named irene.
From its decompositions Tiemann and Kriiger,
his co-laborer, became convinced that it belonged
to the class of the terpenes, which possess a ringstructure. In the attempt to build up irone synthetically, Tiemann exhibited that intuitive certainty in his choice of the right road which is the
best sign of genius. Wishing to prepare a ketone
of the terpene class, of the composition C131-1201-10,
he hit upon the plan of condensing citral—an
unsaturated aldehyde present in many etherial
oils—with acetone, by the use of Claisen's reaction. The result was an aliphatic, unsaturated
ketone of the desired composition, but not the
slightest odor of violet-root. In order to bring
about the closing of the ring, the well-known
method of treatment with acids was employed.
The result was a surprise. It was not irone, with
the odor of violet-root, but a ketone isomenc with
it, which gave forth an intense odor of violet
blossoms. It was named ionone, and when put
upon the market, it became worth many times its
weight in gold.
It is no wonder, then, that the competitors of
the Holzmunden and Paris concern used every
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means in their power to produce the costly per- from his army experiences. His death occurred
fume, by secretly or openly violating or getting on the 14th of November, 1899.
around the patent law. In countries where,
The value of Tieman's services to the German
strange to say, there is no protection by patent, Chemical Society would be hard to estimate. For
the ionone manufacture flourished openly—in the 24 years he served as its Secretary, and for 15 as
others it took the violet for its model, and bloom- editor of the Berichte, in which magazine Ile himed in modest seclusion.
self published 194 articles. As the author says,
Sad to say, the legal difficulties arising from "He and it had grown up together, and a large
the competition demanded a greater and greater part of his activity was devoted to its service."
share of Tiemann's time, and the worry of the We are sure, therefore, that among its members
constant strife finally hastened the end of his ca- his memory will be held in especial veneration.
reer by aggravating a heart trouble which dated
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an ',Refining of Golb at Mina %mita jfe,
Zanta ifc, be Chiapae, Mexico.
By ALBERT C. LYON, '01.

T)JiU
HE" Free-milling" ore treated here at Mina
Santa Fe', consists of a decomposed mass of
Garnet rock of igneous origin, which, near its
contact with another igneous mass, composed
chiefly of the mineral Wollastonite in nearly a
pure state, has been permeated by solutions of
copper carbonate, hydrated oxide of iron, copper
silicate, quartz, chalcedony, and gold. The ore
is rather soft, hence very easily crushed. The
ore is very low grade, assaying about 0.3 ozs. per
ton of '2240 lbs., but owing to the cheap milling
facilities, the ore is worked at a reasonable profit.
The Stamp Mill consists of 40 stamps, each
weighing 750 lbs., having a drop of 5 inches, 1(X)
times per minute. The stamps and dies are of
Sandicroft forged steel. The screens are of copper wire and 14 mesh. The ore is crushed in a
Blake crusher, is then passed through the fine
rolls, then fed into the stamp-mortars, along with
a sufficient water supply to make a consistent pulp.
The pulp is then passed through the 14 mesh
screens directly upon the silver plated apron plates.
The motion of the battery water, caused by the
dropping of the stamps, throws with the drop of
each stamp some pulp through the screen. This
pulp then flows in small waves over the apron

T

plates, and the heavier particles, containing the
fine gold, have ample time to amalgamate with
the mercury of the apron plates. The apron
plates have a drop of 2 inches to the foot, hence
the pulp has an easy flow.
All the amalgamation is done outside on the
apron plates and bumping tables, it being found
by experience, that inside mortar amalgamation
did not pay, since the gold exists in such a finely
divided state. That part of the free-milling ore,
the gold that did not amalgamate on the apron
plates, now passes over a mercury trap, and any
free mercury or particles of amalgam, or heavy
sands are collected there-in. The pulp now passes
through a sluice-way directly upon the Bumping
tables. That portion of the gold that did not
collect on the plates, or in the traps, or that portion of the amalgam that was "scoured" away,
is collected on these "Bumping tables.
The bumping tables have a bumping, and back
and forth, vibratory movement, having a tendency
to concentrate the copper as well as to amalgamate
the fine gold.
The top of the bump-table consists of a copper
plate well amalgamated, the dimensions being
about 2 ft. by 5 ft.
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The "Tailings" or final waste from the copper
concentrating mill are also run through the
"Stamps", though separately from the free-milling ore. The tailings run about 4 dwt., or 0.2 ozs.
per long ton.
The free-milling ore runs about 0.3 ozs. per-ton
of 2240 lbs.
About 100 tons of crushed ore and tailings are
passed through the Stamps each 24 hours.
The amalgam which has collected on the apron
plates is "cleaned up" every '24 hours, generally
during the evening about four o'clock. First of
all, the water of one battery (5 stamps) is turned
off, then the sand is washed from the plates by
means of a hose, then the plates are rubbed well
with a wire-brush, this loosens the amalgam.
The amalgam is now swept or scraped into one
pile, starting at the bottom and working to the
top. The "sweeping" or rubbing is usually done
with a chamois skin, and a double edged chisel is
used to scrape the corners and edges of the plates.
After a "clean up", the plates are "rubbed up",
i. e;-cleaned and rubbed with a dilute solution of
Potassium Cyanide, and Mercury, thus preparing
the plates with a good, clean, and bright surface
for the following 24 hours' service.
At the end of each month there is a "General
Clean up". This consists of collecting the amalgam and mercury from the bump tables, apron
plates, sluices, and mercury traps. The heavy
sands from the sluices are "vanned", or panned,
the heavier particles of amalgam and mercury, of
course, remain in the pan. All recovered mercury
is put in with the amalgam, as it always carries
gold.
The months' product is now cleaned, the amalgam is ground in mortars with water, thus freeing it from all dirt and grit. Small particles of
iron(from the dies, shoes, or crusher)are removed
by a magnet. When fairly well cleaned, mercury
is added to the amalgam, until perfectly liquid,
the grinding is continued, and the resulting
'scum" is skimmed off. The entire contents of
the mortar is now poured into a strong chamois
skin, and the excess mercury is squeezed through
into an iron bucket.

The squeezing is continued until the remaining
amalgam is hard and compact. About 800 ounces
of the amalgam are weighed out, this being about
the proper amount for one bar.
The amalgam retort is of cast iron, having a
tight fitting iron cover, with iron delivery and
condensing tube connection.
The interior of the retort is painted with a solution of CaCO3, then warmed up, and paper is
placed around the inside of the retort. The CaCO3
and paper is to prevent and direct fusion or
"sticking" to the iron walls, during the retorting.
The amalgam is placed in the retort, inside of
the paper envelope, is packed down well with an
iron pestle, as it is added. The cover is now
cemented and clamp2d firmly in place, care being
taken that the delivery tube is perfectly free and
open.
The retort is now placed in the melting furnace,
and coke is filled in around the retort, almost to
its top level. The delivery tube leads into a basin
of water and cold water is passed through the condensing tube, to condense the mercury vapors.
Care must be taken not to retort at too high
temperature, otherwise the vapors of mercury will
invariably carry over part of the gold, and again,
there is danger of fusing the gold to the iron
retort.
It usually takes about an hour to retort, or
distil over, the mercury from the initial 800 ozs.
of hard amalgam.
When the mercury has ceased to come over,
the retorting is finished, and the retort is immediately taken from the furnace, the cover is removed,
and while still hot, the crude bullion is broken or
cut out in small pieces, or lumps by means of a
long bar chisel and hammer. The crude bullion,
if well retorted, should have a good yellow color,
and the presence of mercury is evidenced, by a
"leadish grey" color. The crude bullion is removed into a pan, allowed to cool, then is weighed
on the bullion balances. After recording the
weight, the crude bullion is placed in a graphite
crucible, previously annealed, before putting into
the melting furnace. The bullion is now melted
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down, requiring about twenty minutes, with a
good coke fire.
The chief impurities in the bullion here at Mina
Santa Fe', are iron, copper, and some zinc. The
refining, then, consists of removing this dross, by
repeated oxidation.
When the metal is good and hot, a little powdered sand is added, and the same is stirred briskly
by means of a graphite stirring-rod, in such a
manner so as to form a sort of circle or ring with
the sand, on the surface of the molten metal.
Now Nitre (KNO3) is added in small quantities,
placing the same inside of the circular ring of sand
and stirring it well into the molten mass, after
each addition.
The nitte oxidizes the iron and copper, the
oxides .combine with the fused sand, forming a
thick slag on the surface of the metal. Since the
sand makes rather a stiff or thick slag, it is easily
removed by adhesion to the stirring rod, from
which it is immediately scraped. This process
of oxidation of the iron and copper, by means of
nitre, and the subsequent "slagging off" and removal of the oxide-slag, is the chief feature of the
refining.
The process is repeated until the surface of the
molten metal is bright and of a good green color.
If the slag from the sand at any time becomes too
thick, a small amount of powdered borax or powdered glass, is added.
Iron oxidizes more easily and more rapidly than
copper, consequently during the first 15 or 20
minutes, the slag is almost entirely that of iron,
and is of a jet black color. After a duration of
about 2() minutes, the copper begins to predominate, which is evidenced by the greenish color of
the slag. At this point, the refining is almost
finished, a-5i it only requires a few minutes to
oxidize and slag off the small amount of copper
present.
The metal is now ready for the final flux, (i. e;),
a flux to produce a thin and glassy slag, and
enough to cover the bar in the mould, and thin or
fluid enough to pour easily. The final flux consists of equal parts of powdered borax (fused),

sand, quartz, and powdered glass. In all, about
40 ozs. The flux is now added, the cover is placed
on the crucible, and the flux is allowed to fuse
for 1:5 minutes.
The metal is now ready for pouring. The
mould, which has been kept warm during the refining, is now placed upon a good level surface,
and is well greased with a non-inflamable oil, such
as Castor oil or lard oil. The crucible containing
the molten metal is now removed from the furnace,
by means of crucible tongs, and stirred by giving
it a circular motion. It is allowed to cool somewhat, then is poured into the mould, carefully
scraping out the last portion from the crucible,
with a long scraper. The slag should completely
cover the bar, for otherwise, the bar will have a
tarnished appearance at the parts which were left
exposed, due to oxidation. Allowing to cool but
an instant, the mould is inverted, and the gold
bar is gently loosened, and is then plunged rapidly
into a basin of cold water. This has a tendency
to remove the slag, rendering it very brittle.
The bar is now cleaned and freed from all dirt
and slag, by means of a small chisel and wire brush,
and is then "pickled", i. e, put through a hot bath
of Nitric Acid (conc. pure). The bar now has a
beautiful golden satin finish, due to the action of
the hot acid.
Samples are now chipped off for assay, and the
bar finally weighed, stamped and duly registered.
The following table will show the relative
weights of amalgam to Crude, and Refined Bullion. Also the amount of fine gold, the fineness,
and the percentage of final bar to the original
amalgain.
BAR No. 6t.
..neness
Refitted Pi
original Crude ,, ii.
per
Amalgam B ullio n '
Gold rlanr
woo
Ozs.
Ozs.
Ozs
-

751.64 209.30 206.90

Fine
Gold
Ozs.

906.02 166.76

Per Cent of Bar to
Original Amalgam
per too

26.47

The very low percentage of the bar to the original amalgam, 26.47%, is due to the fine state of
the gold, since it requires more mercury to amalgamate the fine, than the coarse gold.
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ALUMNI NOTES.

R. K. Rochester, '01, has been appointed Acting Engineer of Maintenance of Way and Structures of the Terre Haute and Logansport Railway
Co., and the Logansport and Toledo Railway Co.,
Vice Mr. V. K. Hendricks, resigned.
W. R. McKeen, Jr. '89, has been visiting relatives in the city.
James S. Royse, '94, is Major Adolph Gaggs
successor at the Terre Haute Savings Bank.
Edmund P. Edwards, '99, was in town last
month. He was on his way to attend the wedding of his sister in Louisville.
An Alumnus wishes to secure one copy each of
the '92 and '98 Modulus. Alumni having these
numbers and wishing to dispose of them will address "Alumnus" in care of Technic.

A clipping from the Davenport Democrat:
J. Charles Young has tendered his resignation as secretary of the People's Light Company, to take effect June
1, after which date he will become secretary and treasurer
of the Woodward Governor Company of Rockford, Ill.
E. E. Woodward, manager of the company, spent Saturday in the city, and negotiations between Mr. Young and
the company came to the termination then that led to Mr.
Young's decision to go into the Rockford concern.
The Woodward Company makes a waterwheel governor
which Mr. Young has seen in operation at the plant of the
People's Power Company in Moline, with which he has
also been connected, for several years. It is conceded to
be the best thing in its line that is put out, and it goes
from the Rockford factory to all parts of the world. The
inducements held out to Mr. Young to connect himself
with the long-established business of the Rockford Company were too strong to be resisted, and so he severs his
connection with the Davenport Company with regrets on
both sides. He has been connected with the People's
Light Company over here, and in an engineering capacity
with the People's Power Company in Moline, for the past
seven years. Davenport is the scene of his life-time home,
and a large circle of friends will see him and his family
remove with regret, and will follow them with their best
wishes.
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litlatcr=Power of 11Icw Englanb.
By C. H. HILLS,'02.

HE greater part of the surface of New England descends from the interior towards the
coast, forming a rolling upland. The valleys
that are worn below the general level of the upland vary greatly in form; being generally deep
and narrow in the interior, and gradually widening and becoming shallow as they near the coast.
Through these valleys run small but swift rivers
which furnish abundant power for manufacturing purposes.
With the exception of a few large power
companies, of which Holyoke is the most noted,
the power of any one company may be reckoned at a few thousand horse power. Although
the plants are small, they make up this deficiency
by their number, for there is scarcely a town
throughout New England that has not at least
one water-wheel.
The greater number of wheels in use through
this section are reaction turbines, although here
and there you will find an impulse wheel, and
occasionally an over or under shot wheel.
Merriman defines a turbine wheel as one in
which the water enters around the entire circumference instead of upon one portion, so that all
moving vanes are simultaneously acted upon by
the dynamic pressure of the water as it changes
its direction and velocity.
Turbines are usually horizontal wheels and

T

may be inward flow, outward flow, or downward
flow, according to the manner in which the water
passes through them.
In Figure 1 a Victor Turbine of the inward
and downward flow type is illustrated, set in an
ordinary wood flume and pit. This style of
wheel is very popular for small mills and gives
good results, being very serviceable and efficient.
The wheel itself is not visible, it being within
the enclosing case. The water enters through
the case by the spaces between the guide vanes,
from thence it goes to the buckets of the wheel,
and is discharged from the under side. The
small shaft at the left is for opening and closing
the gate. The gate in this case consists of a thin
cylinder, placed between the guide vanes and the
buckets. which is moved up and down, regulating the amount of water that passes through the
wheel. It is found that this form of gate has advantages over the revolving gate when the wheel
is not working at full load.
The flange at the base of the guide vanes serves
to support the weight of the entire apparatus
upon the floor of the enclosing flume, which is
filled with water to the level of the source of
supply. The cylinder below the flange, commonly called the draught tube, carries away the
water from the wheel. Draught tubes theoretically could be used up to thirty-four feet, but
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practically they cannot be used to advantage for
more than half that height, because of the difficulty experienced in keeping a vacuum. If the
tube could be made air-tight, there would be air
enough in the water to destroy the vaccuum.
The level of the tail water should always stand a
little higher than the bottom of the draught tube,
in order to prevent the introduction of air, which
would destroy the full effect of the head from
the level of the head water to the level of the tail
race.

As one goes through New England and sees
the manner in which the water is taken from its
source and supplied to the wheels, he is apt to
think that this part of engineering has been very
much neglected in the smaller plants that were
installed fifteen or twenty years ago. Many of
the water passages are small, thus requiring the
water to pass with a high velocity and reducing
the working head. In the later plants this has
changed to a marked degree, because it was found
more advantageous to gain the power thus lost

FIG. 1.

In Figure 1 the dimensions given for a twentyfour inch Victor turbine are as follows:
D-3 ft. 9 in.
A-7 ft. 0 in.
E-0 ft. 6 in.
B-3 ft. 6 in.
F-4 ft 3 in.
C-7 ft. 0 in.

than to save a few dollars in the first cost of the
plant.
For units of three or four hundred horse power
and over it is found to be advantageous to place
turbines vertically on a horizontal shaft.
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FIG.

Figure 2 shows twin Victor Turbines—furnished to the Cowan Woolen Co., Lewiston,
Maine—thus arranged in an enclosed iron casing.
In this style of wheel the iron casing takes the
place of the wooden flume. The water enters
through a large pipe attached to the circular
opening, passes through the guide vanes to the
buckets and escapes by the elbows through
draft tubes to the tail race.
The advantages gained by placing two wheels
on a horizontal shaft are many, of which I will
mention a few. The wheels counterbalance each
other, thus doing away with all end thrust and
the friction of an end bearing. In many instances
where these wheels are used, they are for driving
electric generators, wood pulp grinders, etc. Being thus arranged on a horizontal shaft it is possible in many cases to connect them direct to
their work and do away with all belts and gearing. In cases where belts have to be used it is
much better to belt direct from the turbine shaft
instead of a counter shaft. Where one turbine is
placed upon a horizontal shaft, there must be an
end bearing, but it will possess the other advantages of the twin turbines.
In places where the speed has to be governed,
as in electric light plants, textile mills, etc., a
centrifugal governor is generally attached to the
gate, and opens or closes it as the speed demands.
THE HOLYOKE TESTING FLUME.

The Holyoke Water Power Company has a

.

permanent flume for testing turbines. It is provided with every means necessary for accurate
work; is open to every body on precisely the
same terms and conditions. All of its tests are
conducted by its own engineers, who are kept
especially for this purpose. As the expense of
fitting up the apparatus for testing a large turbine at the place where it is to be used is often
great, it is not an uncommon thing to be required
in contracts that the wheel shall be sent to Holyoke to be tested, that being the only place in the
United States where a special outfit for such work
exists. When a wheel. is sent to Holyoke to be
tested, it is tested under all possible conditions in
regard to speed and different gate openings. The
results thus obtained are valuable in furnishing
full information concerning the effective power
and efficiency of the wheel.
MILL POWER.

A "mill power" is a unit used to rate a
water-power for the purpose of renting it. The
value of the unit is different in different localities. At Holyoke, Mass., each mill power at
the respective falls is declared to be the right
during sixteen hours in a day to draw 38 Cu. ft.
of water per second at the upper fall when the
head there is 20 ft., or a quantity proportionate
to the height at the falls. This is equal to 86.2
horse power as a maximum, and costs $300 per
annum.
At Lowell, Mass., a mill power is the right to
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draw during 15 hours a day so much water as
will give a power equal to 25 Cu. ft. per second
under 30 ft. head, or equal to 85 horse power as
a maximum.

In conclusion, the writer wishes to thank the
Stillwell-Brice and Smith-Vale Co., of Dayton,
Ohio, who have kindly loaned the cuts used in
this article.

Cbc Softening of Water for koitcr Purpo6c6.
BY R. C. WARREN,'02.

URING the last few years the problem ot stances which will not form a scale. These subthe prevention of the formation of scale in stances are different from sulphate of lime, in
boilers has become of great importance. Num- one direction, which is of especial importance in
erous methods for this have been devised, among steam boiler work; that is, that sulphate of lime
which are the use of distilled water, and the use is more soluble in cold than in hot water, and
of boiler compounds, the basis of most of which when water conta;ning it is boiled the sulphate is
is sodium carbonate.
precipitated, while the substances left in the water
The distillation of water is carried out in a after the treatment by the above process are very
series of condensers, each one having a lower soluble in hot water. Because of this fact, a
pressure than the one preceding. The metho 1 boiler full of water will hold in solution very
is rather expensive, as the most efficient and easily all the residue left from the amount of waeconomical method makes the cost about 30 cents ter evaporated in ten or twelve days, so that to
per thousand gallons.
clean out a boiler, all that is necessary is to empty
The use of the boiler compounds has its draw- it and fill it with fresh water.
backs in the fact that the addition of solid matThe lime which is used for this purpose with
ter to the water in the boiler increases the total best results must be the hardest and purest white
amount of solid matter in the boiler, necessitat- lime which can be obtained. One which answers
ing a more frequent washing out.
these requirements is the Mitchell Marblehead
A method came to my notice which seemed so Lime, and can be obtained at the works at Miteconomical that I undertook an investigation of chell, I odiana, and when shipped here costs about
it, with the following results :
63cents per hundred pounds, inclusive of freight.
This method is one which is being introduced
The soda used is one containing 52 per cent.
by the Industrial Water Company of New York pure anhydrous sodium carbonate. It is obCity.
tained from Welch, Holmes & Clark, of New
The process depends upon the fact that the York, and costs $1.55 per hundred pounds f. o. b.
carbonates in the water are held in solution by Nev York, and when shipped here costs about
the presence of carbon dioxide, or carbonic acid $1.85.
gas, in the water. If lime is added to combine
Using these materials on the basis of the folwith this, the carbonates in the water, as well as lowing analyses of samples of water which have
the carbonate of lime formed by the addition of been taken within a radius of 175 miles of here,
the lime to the water will be precipitated and can the cost of treating water per hundred thousand
be filtered off. If, to the water which has been fil- gallons is as follows:
tered, sodium carbonate be added, the calcium
Sample No.5 is one which was made of a water
sulphate, or sulphate of lime, in the water will be
which had been treated by this process, and No.
precipitated as carbonate, and can likewise be
4 before it was treated.
filtered off, leaving in the water soluble sub-
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TABLE OF ANALYSIS
TOTAL
SOLIDS.
S

SAMPLE '
NO.
I

CALCIUM
SULPHATE.

t"
a. bc

E

N.?.4
8

4

8
9
10
11

442
414
358
346
356
276
424
518
1947
224
424

25.79
24.15
20.89
20.19
20.77
16.10
24.74
25.28
113.59
13.07
24 74

95.7
3.8
56.1
91.6
9.7
9.9
97.6
82.3
1032.6
66.5
170.0

MAGNESIUM
CARBONATE.

5.58
0.18
3.27
5.34
0.57
0.58
5.89
4.80 1
60.55
3,8,4
9.92

I

E

Total

Total

208.1
226.8
176.7
120.2

12.14
13.23
10.31
7.01

14.1
114.
264.1

0.8!
6.65
15.41

29.5
42.2

1.72
2.47

9.06
93.9
65.1
58.8
9.0
258
98.5
131.7
44
22.2
77.9

$1 73
9.22
$395

$221
$2.21

Location No. 3.
252 lbs. lime ej 0.63c
70 lbs. soda e 1.85c
Total

$1 59
1 30
$2.89

Location No. 4.
150 lbs. lime R 0.63c
120 lbs. soda (a) 1.85c
Total

$317

Location No. 7.

Total

$1 30
2.26
$356

Location No. 8.
321 lbs. lime 0,0 63c
103 lbs. soda (a; 1.85c
Total

$202
1 91
$393

Location No. 9.
133 lbs. lime @ 0.63c
1888 lbs. soda e 1.85c
Total

4,

CARBONIC
ACID.

VS

a tot

g5

.:-... •

E

11

5.29
5.48 ,
3.80
3.43
0.53
1.51
5.74
7.68
2.45
1.30
4.66

418.2

$ 0 84
29 24
$30 08

27.8
4.5
7.0
33.8
35.7
1.6
16.0
56.5
40.0
13.7
39.6

24.40

1.62
0.26
0.41
1.97
2.08
0.09
0.93
3.30
2.33
0.80
2.31

56.5

259.8
329.6
237.5
133.8

15.04
19.23
13.86
8.23

t!.0
200.6
305.4
1250
116.6
107.4

1.28
11. 2
17.87
7.29
6.80
6.27

3.30

Sample No. 9 was taken from a region where
there are a number of coal mines, and hence the
large amounts of sulphates. At a time when
there is high water the water is very good, but
at this time it is practically unfit for use.
Location No. 10.
124 lbs. lime
0.63c
83 lbs. soda
1.85c

$077
1 54

Total

$2 31

Location No. 11.
115 lbs. lime e 0.63c
212 lbs. soda e 1.85c

$073
3 99

®
®

Total
$0 95
9 22

Sample No. 6 is very nearly as good as sample
No. 5, which is water that had been treated, so
that treatment at that place would not be necessary.
207 lbs. lime (a, 0.63c
122 lbs. soda® 1.85c

SODIUM
SULPHATE.

5.

Location No. 2.
350 lbs. lime (a; .63c

,...a

SODIUM
CHLORIDE.

el

Location No. 1.
275 lbs. lime e 0.63c
120 lbs. soda e 1.85c

MAGNESIUM
SULPHATE.

v cz

t
:
4
1

55

0.4

3

CALCIUM
CARBONATE.

$4 65

The cost of putting in a plant which will treat
5000 gallons per hour is about $4000.00, the interest on which for one year at 5% is $200.00.
As there is practically no wear and tear, the
usual 5 per cent. for depreciation is not counted.
The plant needs no additional help to run it.
In the morning the amounts of the reagents are
put in the reagent boxes,and the apparatus needs
no more attention until the next day. Then the
attendant shovels out the accumulated precipitate
and adds fresh reagent. The stirring necessary is
accomplished by the incoming raw water, which
runs a water wheel which is attached to the
stirring paddles. From day to day the water
may be tested by indicators to see that it is not
too alkaline from the sodium carbonate.
The cost of treating water at the different
points per year is as follows. The amounts of
water used are from one month's reading of a
meter, as an average:
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Location No. 1.
36000000 gallons
$39.50 per million
Interest on $4000.00 (i) 5%
Total

$1422.00
200.0o
$1622.00

Location No. 2.
12000000 gallons 0-!, $22.10 per million
Interest on $4000.00
5%
Total

$ 265.20
200.00
$ 465.20

Location No. 3.
27000000 gallons @ $28.90 per million
Interest on 4000.00 (!, 5%
Total

$ 780.30
200.00
$ 980 30

Location No. 4.
100000000 gallons (ii
)$31.70 per million
Interest on $10000.00 6-1 5%
Total

$3170.00
500.00
. . $3670.00

Location No. 7,
270000000 gallons (if, $35.60 per million
Interest on $4000.00 (a, 5 %

$ 961.20
200.00

Before the water softening apparatus was installed three or four boiler workers were employed regularly, costing the company at least
$10 per day. Now they say that their boiler repair expense will not average $15 per month.
Previously the boiler compound expense was
$8 a day, but now the cost of treating the water
is only $3.17 per day.
Before intallation :
Boiler repairs per year
Boiler compound per year

$3650.00
'2920.00

Total

$6570.00

After installation :
Boiler repairs per year
Cost of treating water
Interest on $4000.00 6, ;i';
Total
Cost before
Cost now
Saving

Total

$1161.20

Location No. 8.
21000000 gallons @ $39.30 per million
Interest on $4000.00 (f) 5%
Total

$ 825.30
200.00
$1025.30

Location No. 9. This water is so bad that it would not
pay to treat it.
Location No 10.
5000(XX)0 gallons (i'f $23.10 per million
Interest on $6000.00
5%
Total

$1155.00
300.00
$1455.00

Location No. 11.
27000000 gallons ® $46.50 per million
Interest on 4000.00 (i2, 5%
Total

$1255.50
200.00
$1455.50

The large amounts at Locations 4 and 10 for
cost of installation are due to the fact that plants
of greater than 5000 gallons capacity per hour
are necessary.
As an example of the economy of this method
and its results, I shall take the case of the plant
at the Terre Haute Electric Company. This apparatus has been in use over a year. There are
nine boilers in the battery at the power house.

$ 180.00
1157.00
200.00
$1537.00
$6570.00•
1537.00
$5033.00

This shows a saving of over $5000 per year on
boiler expense, exclusive of extra fuel required
where boiler is covered with scale.
To clean out their boilers, which is necessary
only every 10 or 12 days, all that is done is to
empty them and put in fresh water, and sometimes to blow a little steam through them.
After a year's use in connection with the softening apparatus a scale with thickness of only
Pre3-12- inch was found to have been deposited.
vious to the installation of the apparatus it was
an exception when a boiler was not out of use a
a day or two each week. Now it is an exception
to have one out once a month for a day.
The softening plant was built to treat 5000
gallons per hour, but it has been found necessary to force through it 6500 gallons per hour
with no deterioration in its efficiency. As there
is no wear and tear on the plant, it works as well
more than a year after its installation as it did
the day it started.
Not only is this question of scale prevention of
great importance to stationary practice, but also
to locomotive and marine practice.
The American Master Mechanics' Association
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has agreed that the extra cost per locomotive, very detrimental to the performance of the engine.
Another point which has considerable weight
due to the use of bad water, is $750.00 per year.
To a road using 100 engines this would amount is the doing away with the use of soda ash, which
to $75000, quite an item in a year's operating is the custom on many of the roads in this counexpenses, besides the question of having engines try. The soda ash is put in the boiler, and with
out of service a considerable portion of the time, the solid matter in the water, there is quite a
which is due to the leaking and bursting of flues large amount of solid matter in a boiler at the
and sheets caused by the corrosive action of the end of three or four days, which must be cleaned
waters used.
out. Then, too, the soda ash contains caustic
To a road using these waters the cost of treat- soda, which attacks the metal, especially around
ing, on the basis of analyses and amounts given the stay bolts, and it is only a few days until
above, would be about $9000 a year. Since the they are leaking. Not only does it attack the
treatment would do away with the extra cost due metal, but also the rubber gaskets, where they
to bad water as mentioned above, the total saving are used, and soon they are leaking.
per year would amount to $66000, twice as much
In conclusion I might say that the substances
as it would cost to install the plants for the treat- left in the water after the treatment, should they
ing.
become more than will remain in solution, would
Another question in locomotive practice which not only not form a scale, but would form a soft,
causes part of this trouble is the us1/4. of different slimy mass which would prevent the formation
kinds of water. This causes foaming, which is of scale.

SCIENTIFIC SOCIETY.
the appearance of the nineteen hundred and three
The election of officers for the ensuing year Modulus by the first of June. This promises to
was to have taken place at the meeting of April be one of the best annuals published anywhere,
25th, but was postponed because there was not a and full of surprises. As it will be superbly illustrated, well and brightly written, and neat in
sufficient number of voting members present.
At this meeting Pres. Fishback discussed all respects, it will prove a book not only inter"Electric Meters, Their Use, Abuse and Manu- esting to the students and alumni of Rose, but to
facture."
their numerous friends as well—especially that
He followed the development of the meter, de- "Polly-girl" friend.
scribing the methods employed by different manufacturers for increasing the accuracy. Pointed
The following wedding announcement has
out many schemes that have been used to beat been received:
meters and the efforts of the manufacturers to
MR. HARRY HOWES ADAMS
prevent them.
MISS BESSIE ELIZA LAW
He also showed how easy it is by the slightest
Married
inaccuracy of reading to cause great variation in
May the seventh,
the monthly bills, a source of so much dissatisNineteen hundred and two,
faction among consumers.
Ottawa, Illinois.

THE MODULUS.

The Modulus copy reached the printer's hands
the first of this month, and everything indicates

At Home
after May sixteenth,
Elmhurst Place,
Sheridan, Illinois.
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ROSE GLEE CLUB AND ORCHESTRA CONCERT.

The Glee Club and Orchestra made their first
bow to the public, Tuesday evening, May 6th, at
the First Congregational Church. The Sunday
School room was filled with a representative, appreciative audience.
The program was opened by the Orchestra,
which played "Crack o' the Whip" like old
hands at the business. It was heartily encored.
as was every number played by them and sung by
the Glee Club.
The following is what the Gazette said of our
soloists: "Very pretty was 'The Little Brown
Church in the Vale,' as sung by N. Hadley
Cox and the club. For an encore to `Ching-aLing,' Alan McDonald and the club sang a coon
song in which the lusciousness of the watermillyun
was exploited to a mouth-watering degree.
Mr. Post's"Massa's in the Cold, Cold Ground",
as given by himself and the club, was finally rendered. "Over the Banister" was a quartette by
members of the class of'05, McDonald, Blanchard,
Peddle and Lewis. It was really a very attractive
song and was greatly admired. For an encore
they sang the "Soldier's Farewell".
During the "Watermillyun" song, Benson and
Knight displayed their ability at clog-dancing
and they "hoed-em-down" in a manner which
was greatly applauded by the audience."
Toward the close of the program Mr. Hazard
sang in an original style, the "Swing 'Round"
which Mrs. Adams recently composed for the club.
During the choruses there was a great deal of
"swinging 'round" and cake walking among the
club. He responded to the applause by singing
a verse, which he composed, and which brought
in the names of several of our Professors in a
comical manner.

The Serenade for Flute and Clarinet with which
the orchestra opened the second part of the program was a beautiful selection and was rendered
in a manner which should certainly made every
Poly proud of our boys in the Orchestra.
Every member of the Orchestra and Glee Club
wore rose and white carnations in his buttonhole. The programs were very pretty, being
printed with rose colored ink on white cards.
The following was the program:
MRS. ALLYN J. ADAMS
MR. J. Dow SANDHANI

Director of Glee Club,
Orchestra,
PART I.
Orchestra—Crack o' the Whip,

S. R. Henry
Arranged

In Praise of R. P. I.,
GLEE CLUB.
The Little Brown Church in the Vale,
N. HADLEY COX AND CLUB.

Ditson
Tinsmann

My Flo,
GLEE CLUB.
Ching-a•Ling,
ALAN MCDONALD AND CLUB.

Arranged

Levee Song,
GLEE CLUB.

PART II.
Orchestra—
a. Cupid's Garden (Intermezzo),
b. Serenade for Flute and Clarinet,
Massa's in de Cold, Cold Ground,
C. L. POST AND CLUB.
Over the Banister,
'05 QUARTETTE.

Eugene
Till
Foslet
Arranged
I. U. C.

Jay Bird,
GLEE CLUB.

Mrs. Adams
Swing 'Round,
W. H. HAZZARD AND CLUB.
Mrs. Adams
Sing a Merry Song for the R P I ,
GLEE CLUB.
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FIRST ENCORE.
I'd lak t' see Wicky, wif a lady on his ahm,
An' Jo Jo swing de co'ne's, wif dat capivatin' chahm.
Oh, de Doctah might s'prise us, wif a winsome little maid,
But it's dollah's to doughnuts, Hath 'd put all in de shade.

SECOND ENCORE.
An' now I mus' leave you; I doan lak it a bit,
But we've got anodah song, that sure to mak' a hit.
Get a smile on you faces, an' try t' hide dat frown,
Fo' ef you'll 'skuse me, I'll go way back and sit down.
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N Thursday afternoon, April 24th, the ball
team played a practice game of nine innings with the Terre Haute III League team.
School was dismissed at 4 o'clock, and the Rose
students, together with the usual crowd of dirty
urchins, who had already been on the ground for
an hour or more, made a rather large and varied
assemblage of enthusiasts.
The game was called shortly after 4 o'clock.
In the first inning the League team made two
scores, and in all but three of the succeeding innings they were able to run up from one to four
scores. The Rose team was unable to score
throughout the game, although at several times
they had men as far as third base.
The score at the end of the game was, Terre
Haute 13, Rose 0.
Daily pitched for Rose, while McCoy, Scott
and Hackett did the pitching for the League
team.
FRANKLIN 3, ROSE 12.

The Franklin College ball team played the
Rose team on the home grounds April 26th, and
it was then that the Rose team was able to score
its first victory of the season. The day was
windy and rather cold, dust filled the air and the
weather was anything but base ball weather.

The team was equal to the occasion, however,
and a good game was witnessed by all who ventured out. The victory came in good season, for
the school had almost lost confidence in the team,
and the team was fast losing confidence in itself.
The game was called at 3:30, and Hills was in
the box for Rose. He pitched a good, steady
game.
The visitors were retired in the first two innings without being able to score. In the second
half of the first inning Rose scored 4 times.
Bland and Hampton were given base on balls.
Nicholson was out on a foul and the bases were
filled by Randall being hit with the ball. Reed
scored two men with a hit and Fishback scored
two more with a two-base hit. In the second inning Rose again made three runs and thus the victory was clinched early in the game. Single runs
were added in the third and fourth innings, and
three more in the seventh, making the score 12.
Franklin made one score in each of the third,
fourth and fifth innings.
The game was interesting from start to finish,
and some of the plays were little short of sensational. Nicholson's running catch of a short
field drive, and Randall's double play would almost come in this class.
Score and line-up:
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Webb, 1st base,
Walden, 1 f,
Branigin, 2nd b
Roach, c.,
Luyster, c f,
Severance, r f
Weyl, s. s.,
Rivers, p.,
Schooley, 3rd B.,

FRANKLIN COLLEGE.
A.B. R.
4
1
5
1
3
0
4
0
3
0
4
0
3
1
4
0
4
0

TOTALS,

H. P.O. A. E.
1 10
0
1
g
1
0
0
0
1
2
0
6
1
1
0
1
0
0
1
0
2
1
0
1
2
2
3
1
1
8
0
0
1
1
0

34

3

7

24

16

A.B.
3
4
4
4
5
4
4
4
5

R
4
3
0
3
1
0
1
0
0

H.
2
3
0
1
2
1
0
0
1

P.O.
0
5
3
14
2
1
2
0
0

A. E
(1
0
0
3
0
1
0
1
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
4
5
0

4

ROSE.
Bland. c f
Hampton, 2nd b.,
Nicholson, 1. f.. .......
Randall, 1st 13
Reid, c.,
Fishback, r. f ,
Braman, 3rd b.,
Cox, I. J., s. s.,
hills, p.
TOTALS,

37
SCORE

Rose,
Franklin,

12

10

.7

15

4

BY INNINGS.
4 3 1
0 0 1

1 0 0 3 0 *
1 1 0 0 0 0

Stolen bases—Rose 9. Franklin 6.
Two-base hits—Bland, Fishback, Branigan.
Three-base hits—Randall.
Double plays—Randall (unassisted), Braman to Hampton.
Bases on balls—Off Hills 3, off Rivers 5.
Struck out—By Hills 2, by Rivers 6.
Umpire—Franklin.

I. S. N. 10, ROSE 5.
May 3rd dawned clear and warm, and it was
just the day for defeating the Normals in base
ball. The diamond was as smooth as a lake on
a quiet day. We had borrowed one of Pixley's
advertising elephants for the special purpose of
announcing the victory. In fact, everything was
ideal—except the result.
By 3 o'clock there were, probably, five hundred people, assembled to see the game. The
greater part of the audience was made up of Normal students and they, as did the R. P. I. boys,
supported their team loyally. After a short preliminary practice for each team, the game was
begun, with Kellogg in the box for Rose.
In the first and second innings the Normals
were put out in short order, but in the third they
scored four men, and they made another in the
fifth. Bland led off for Rose with a two-base hit,
but was unable to score, as the next three men
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made outs. In the second inning Reid was given
first base. Four hits by Rose men followed, and
one error by the Normal first baseman. This
combination of circumstances allowed Rose to
make five scores, and this was the only inning in
which our boys were allowed to score. Front the
fifth to the ninth innings the score was 5 to 5,
and the excitement was intense. In the ninth
inning, however, the Normals pulled together,
and with the assistance of the errors of our team,
were able to make 5 more runs and to win the
game.
This is the first time the Normals have defeated Rose in several years, and they had reason
to be happy.
The big elephant, which had proven to be a
white one, was quietly taken back to Collett
Park, where it may still be seen.
Score and line-up:
I. S. N.
A.B.
4
4
4
5
5
4
4
3
3

Sherb, c. f., .........
J. Mitchell, 1st b,
Cummins, s s ,
Pierce, 2nd b.,
B. Mitchell, r f
Hanna, 3rd b
McFerren 1 f,
E. Mitchell, c.,
Cavanaugh, p ,
TOTALS,

R.
2
3
2
1
0
0
0
1
1

H.
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
0
0

P.O.
0
7
4
5
2
0
2
6
1

A. E•
0
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
10
14

36

10

4

27

A.B.
5
4
4
5
2
3
4
3
2
2

R.
1
0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1
0

H.
3
0
2
0
0
1
1
2
0
0

P.O.
1
4
2
12
2
0
1
3
0
2

3

ROSE.
Bland, c f ,
Hampton, 2nd b.,
Nicholson, 1 f,
Randall, 1st 1)
Reid, c.
Fishback, r f,
Braman, 3rd b.,
Cox s s
Kellogg, p.,
*Daily, p.,

TOTALS,
'34
5
9 27
*Daily was substituted for Kellogg in the 6th inning.
SCORE BY

Rose
I. S. N

A. E.
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
0
0
3
2
6
1
0
0
11

6

INNINGS.
0 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 4 0 1 0 0 0 5

Stolen bases—Rose 8, I. S. N. 3.
Two-base hits—Bland, Cox.
Bases on balls —By Kellogg 2, by Cavanaugh 2, Daily 1.
Hit by pitched balls—Cavanaugh 2, Daily 2.
Struck out—By Cavanaugh 4, by Kellogg 1, by Daily 1.
Passed balls—Reid 1, Mitchell I.
Umpire—McKenzie.
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After the Wabash game on Saturday afternoon inning, when they scored two, and in the 9th,
the representatives of two of the Poly boarding when they made one more score. Reid was inhouses engaged in a game of base ball. The jured in the 2nd inning, and Nicholson took his
boarders at Johnson's club, who are known as the place behind the bat, where he played an excel• Starving Cubans," and those from Hedge's lent game. Braman took Nicholson's place on
club, the "Hedge-hogs," furnished the two op- 3rd base. Rose took the lead at the start and
posing teams. The "Hedge-hogs"led off, and kept it throughout the game. Daily did splendid
it looked like an easy victory for them. Towards work at pitching, and the men from Wabash
the finish, however, the "Cubans" braced up, only made four hits during the game and fifteen
and the game resulted in a tie-14 to 14.
of them struck out.
The "Hedge-hogs" had a yell which was no
The game was not of the best quality, but we
doubt produced by some German-American of won, and every body was satisfied.
the Institute. It was Dutch. The "HedgeHampton and Bland made records at batting.
hogs" certainly proved good "rooters."
Score and line-up:
Physical Director Crawford is trying to arrange
a dual field and track meet with DePauw University, to be held here on Saturday, May 24. If
he is successful, and there is little chance of failure, there will be a preliminary inter-class meet
on the 17th. Every man in school should come
out and try to be the one who is to represent
RosF! against DePauw.
The Faculty are making preparations to give
the Seniors a good game of ball this year. They
have begun practice already, and have played
one practice game with the school team.
WABASH 4, ROSE 14.
On May 10th the ball team played what will
probably be the last regular game of the season
on the home campus. The Wabash College team
played here, and the result was an easy victory
for our team. The game was called early in the
afternoon in order to allow the Wabash men to
leave on the 4:20 train. A small crowd witnessed
the game.
Rose took the outs, and with Daily in the box,
the game was started. The visitors were allowed
to score in the first inning, after two men were
out, through two errors and a hit. They were
not able to score again, however, until the sixth

WABASH.
Gooding, p.,
Hasbrouch, c. f.,
Poston, 1st b.,
Lackesteen, 2nd b.
Barfly, 1 f,
Roby, c.,
O'Rear, r. f.,
Kane, s ,
Lane, 3rd b.,
Eckley, 3rd b.,
•

TOTALS,

A.B.
5
5
5
5
4
4
4
4
2
2

R.
1
0
2
0
0
1
0
0
0
0

40

4

H. P.O. A. B.
0
8
0
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0 13
1
1
2
1
2
0
0
0
2
0
5
1
1
0
0
0
1
1
2
0
3
0
0
0
0
2
0
4

24

12

8

ROSE.
All R.
3
5
1
5
3
5
2
5
0
4
1
4
0
4
2
3
0
0
2
2

Bland, c f
Hampton, 2nd b.,
Nicholson, 3rd b. and c.,
Randall, 1st b ,
Daily, p.
Hi113, r. f.,
Stoddard, 1. f.,
Braman, 3rd b.,
Reid, c.,
Cox,s.s,

37

TOTALS,
SCORE DV

14

H. P.O. A. E
1
0
0
3
1
1
2
2
0
4
1 12
2
0
9
1
2
1
2
2
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1
0
0
0
0
0
2
0
1
3
0
0
11

27

9

10

INNINGS.
1 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 1
2 0 4 2 0 4 0 2 *

Wabash,
Rose,

Stolen bases—Rose 5, Wabash 7.
Two-base hits—Randall, Bland, Hampton.
Three-base hits—Hampton.
Bases on balls—By Gooding 3, Daily 1.
Struck out—By Gooding 4, Daily 15.
Passed balls—Robey 3.
Wild pitches, Gooding 3.
Umpire—Scott.

a
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They say that Benson and Goode are turning
gray from over-work (?) in the foundry.
Not long ago when the Seniors were at Dr.
Noyes the doctor wished W. A. Noyes, Junior to
go into the house. He did not wish to do so and
when the Doctor picked him up to carry him in,
Albert hauled off and "selling sein vater" one in
the jaw. Flory remarked that Albert had more
nerve than he had.
Early in the year a Soph who had burned his
mouth with strong sulphuric acid asked Dr.
Patterson if he should use some strong caustic
soda to neutralize it.
Smith, '03, who recently underwent an operation for appendicitis at the Union Hospital is
steadily improving. We hope for his speedy
recovery.
When the Doctor interrupts a recitation in
applied mechanics to talk base ball with the Duke
it is evident that the Faculty-Senior giiiie must
be considered an affair of great moment.
Lindenberger tries to make himself out to be a
bigger fool than he really is. So says the Doctor.
Reynolds, '04, (suddenly awakening in the
class) "say Ross, did he call on me just now?''
"Doc":—" Mr. K—,don't you know you
can't afford to go to the ball game ?"
K—:—"Oh! I don't know; I had the
quarter."
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Pine, when asked for a definition of resonance,
says that he thinks he read that it had something
to do with the fibre of wood.
The base ball players were grouped for the team
picture. All were ready and Michel was about
to press the bulb when Nicholson jumped up and
said "Stop!this will never do. There are thirteen
in.the crowd." And he absolutely refused to sit
until a fourteenth man was found.
Staff, "doesn't E. M. F. stand for empty flask?"
Prof. W.—"That will be sufficient."
Schroeder—"Do you want me to read some
more, Professor?"
Bowsher asserts that a steam engine is a
"mechanical advice." In translating some technical German he made this statement: "The
cylinder of this mechanical advice moves backwarks and forwards.
"Fish :"—"Where are you going, Bill ?"
Bill :—Out to the gym. to take a tub bath.
Prof. Noyes:—" What mineral is this, Mr.
Landrum ?"
Landrum :—"Saminite."
The third of the series of Modulus dances will
be given in the gym. Friday evening, May 23rd.
A great deal of interest is being manifested, as
this is the last dance, and everything points to a
good crowd and a fine time. There are no particular invitations issued, but a general one to
all, whether members of the Institute or not.
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Prof. Hathaway :—" By this method you can
stun series."
Hazard :—" All series ?"
Prof. H.:—"Some series, I said."
Frotn Terre Haute Tribune.

"Lost—Shiny black coat, between R. P. I.
and Union Depot. Intrinsic value as heir-loom.
Please return to Chas. McCormick, care of R. P.
I., and receive reward."
Hahn (translating):—" Animals placed in this
air suffocated already afterwards.
Gray,'04, has a good drawing of what he calls
a "prymaid."
There has been a great deal of talk recently,
especially among the Juniors, about what has become of the grill work belonging to the front
doors. As this bears the numerals of the class
'03, and is the only thing to indicate that the
doors are their Hallowe'en monument, they have
been particularly solicitous as to its fate. If the
authorities desire to show their good will in this

matter, they will see that, during the general
straightening up preparatory to Commencemein,
the grill is re-established in its proper place.
"Doc":—" What are you smiling at, Brosius ?"
Brocius:—" Well, I don't understand it."
"Doc":—" Now, boys, remember whenever
Brosius smiles there is something he don't understand."
Brosius:—`• Well, I don't care to go through
life sober."
Dr. Patterson broke a bottle full of Bromine.
Bill Ingle passed, and noticing the streaming
eyes of the bunch, remarked that he wouldn't
cry about a little thing like that. Whereupon
Flory remarked that a fellow might not cry over
spilled milk, but he would gamble he would cry
over spilled Bromine.
IIousum :—" What is the general assembly
about ?"
Hills:—" It is about time for one, I guess."

The officer has just surprised a gang of students who have "borrowed" the
elephant for a base-ball score-board.
Cop:—"Well, what are you fellows doing?"
Student:—"Who, me?"
Cop:—"Yes, you."
Student:—"Oh, a very humane deed, I am removing a nail from the elephants
foot."
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GRAPHITE AS A CYLINDER LUBRICANT.
YLINDER lubrication, always important, is
becoming serious. The tendency to the use
of increased steam pressures and super-heated
steam, as well as the development of the gas engine, has caused consideration of two questions:
What lubricant shall be used, and how shall it be
used or "fed"? The many patent lubricators
show that the latter question has received much
study, but very little has been added to the choice
of lubricants for many years. The effect of the
use of graphite between rubbing surfaces is generally known. It coats metal surfaces with a smooth,
protecting veneer of very low coefficient of friction.
The fact that it does this within a very wide range
of temperature makes it especially adapted to
cylinder lubrication, for which its merits are well
recognized, although it is but little used, because
of its being troublesome to feed. In its dry form
it can only be fed intermittently by hand, and
when mixed with oil it soon settles, the results of
the two methods being about equally unsatisfactory, and its use has hence been confined to emergencies or to special purposes.
Mr. W. F. Downs, of 75 Fairview avenue,
Jersey City, who has been identified with graphite
industries for many years, has recently applied an
entirely new principle to the mixing of graphite
with oil, which seems to solve the long-sought
problem of making it remain in suspension. Two

C
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oils are used which,in the language of the chemist,
are not miscible with each other—this is, they act
toward one another as do oil and water. The
graphite is thoroughly mixed with a small quantity of one of these oils — called the enveloping
oil — the grinding being continued until each
particle of graphite is coated with this oil, but
with little or no surplus. The second oil is then
added and the grinding is repeated until the
graphite is thoroughly distributed through the
mass. The effect is to make the graphite remain
in practically perfect suspension.
The explanation of the action is obscure, but it
probably has some relation to the action by which
fog remains suspended in the air. So far as the
force of gravity is concerned, the small globules
of water of which fog is composed have the same
preponderance over globules of air of the same
size that larger masses have, and it is not at all
clear why the fog remains suspended while larger
masses do not, although the fact is patent to all.
The same action is observed between water and
finely divided solids. Solid powders remain suspended in water for periods depending on the size
of their particles, and if very fine the period of
suspension becomes almost indefinite. Gold in
excessively fine powder, known as float gold, although nineteen times heavier than water, is the
despair of miners, because it is impracticable to
recover it by allowing it to settle, and, for the
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same reason, there is a well known and large loss
of copper in the form of slimes which are nothing
but extremely fine copper distributed through
water. Whatever the explanation may be we have
seen samples of this mixture of oil and graphite,
in which the suspension seemed perfect after
weeks of rest. The mixture has been found to
feed successfully and without clogging in sightfeed lubricators, and it is altogether possible that
the near future will see important changes in
cylinder lubrication.—American Machinist.
HERE are two subjects which seem to receive
the larger share of discussion in the engineering papers of the past few weeks. The first
of these and the one receiving the most general
discussion is in regard to the adoption of the
Metric system. Congress has enacted a law
establishing a National Bureau of Standards.
Laboratories are to be constructed immediately
in which the Bureau of standards will be established. They will have charge of the official
standards and their duties are the comparison of
all standards used in scientific, engineering, com-

T

mercial, educational, and manufacturing institutions, besides the solution of any problems which
may arise in regard to the use of standards. The
men who are to have charge of this department
are to be selected by carefully prepared Civil Service examinations.
The adoption of an international standard seems
to be imminent, and the Metric system seems to
be the favored system, and is unquestionably the
best.
It is realized that the universal adoption of this
system would be an enormous expense to this
nation, to say nothing of the trouble, but at the
same time it can be done with less expense now
than in ten years.
The other question of general discussion is a
governor which will control more perfectly the
speed of an engine. It is becoming an absolute
necessity now since electricity has come into such
common use. Several suggestions have been made
but as yet we have not seen anything about a
governor which has proved its efficiency. An
electric governor has been proposed but its detail
has not been explained.

